ALPS used to be a development company working on writing and computer-aided-translation software. Since its founding in 1980 until last year, it had sunk US$ 16 million into R+D and hadn't made a dime. Then the Financial Accounting Standards Board changed the rules on capitalizing software development, and a little writing program which ALPS created from its technological parts bin for Weaver State college became a mass market bestseller — and lo and behold, in 1986 ALPS finally turned its first profit and went public. But what are we to make of this talk of it becoming a $100 million company, the next Microsoft?
very farsighted — or stupid — stayed in the business. And now the market is ready to explode. Look at companies like ALPS and Projecting Moving US$2 million dollars worth of MacProof in 1987.

Dennis Sullivan lights a cigarette, a most un-Mormon thing to do in this 95 percent Mormon company. "We just signed to do a Japanese version. Apple is thrilled because the program is so good schools are buying MacIntoshes to run it. We're talking to Apple about doing a joint marketing program." His eyes become wistful. "But if MacProof is selling 1,000 a month to a million installed Macs worldwide, think how many you could sell to the 21 million installed PCs?"

The PC Proof product is due in February 1988.

**New emphasis downmarket**

But that's not the only low end product in the pipeline. The long-rumored "ABC" product — consciously named after Lotus, the spreadsheet that still dominates the category of software it created — is officially scheduled to be released in June of this year.

Running under DOS, ABC is a resident...
memory program with a demand-mode pop up menu which gives access to a planned family of add-in natural language programs. From multilingual dictionaries for computer-assisted-translation (CAT) to grammar, style and spelling checkers for writers.

"We want the IBM philosophy to be at work here," Dennis Sullivan says. "The client buys one box at a time. If you want more, you pay more."

The shell will be priced in the range of 200 to 250 dollars, and the bilingual dictionaries between 50 and 150, with industry specific dictionaries going for 200 to 325. The first industry specific dictionary will be banking.

And if that isn't mass market enough, then how about the ultimate mass market translation product, a quick and dirty translator, with the official project name GIST, that goes for 600 dollars and is due in the fall of 1987? Nothing that could do a real, grammatically and syntactically correct translation, mind you (indeed, inside the company the product is referred to as WIMP, precisely because it isn't a sophisticated translator). Instead, it's designed to tell you what's in that letter in Portuguese you received this morning from the Brazilian computer company.

"The language barrier is one thing that limits sales," Dennis Sullivan grins. "Every company in the world is a candidate to own one."

Pie in the sky? Except that Dennis's strength is mass marketing — he won a Clio, the Oscar of advertising, for that mass market behemoth Anheuser Busch and its Budweiser beer, the best selling beer in America.

Expanding the Upper End

Despite ALPS's recent success in the mass market, however, it has no intention of abandoning computer-aided-translation software and development.

"I envision a company that will be the leader in natural language, and specifically machine translation," Fred Zirkle says. "I don't know a bigger concentration of computational linguists and systems developers than ALPS."

Those linguists and systems people are currently working on development projects with four of the top five computer manufacturers in the world: IBM, UNISYS, DEC and NCR. These projects include porting over existing software, as well as developing a Document Revision Facility (DRF) for IBM European Language Services, and Korean, Japanese and Chinese versions of the translation software for IBM Japan.

In addition, the European research funding apparatus made up of the European Community (EC) plus seven other European countries, has funded ALPS's Swiss subsidiary to develop a project called Mobadic, along with the Dutch Vane Dale and the French Robert, publishers of high quality dictionaries. And discussions are underway with Apple and Microsoft.

And in Asia, ALPS is in the final stage of negotiations with three major computer players: Fujitsu, the above-mentioned IBM Japan, and in Taiwan, the Electronics and Research Organization of ITRI, a government-owned electronics company. Each contract is worth between a million and two million dollars, and will run for 18 to 24 months.

It fits in with a fundamental ALPS strategy: create development partnerships with leading users and possible third party sales organizations, get users to pay for development of technology, then repackage technology and resell it to other potential customers.

"To be a development company," Fred Zirkle says, "you have to be in the market. It's okay to do university research, but in the development business you have to realize that our only purpose is to save our customers money. And be profitable doing it, to insure ongoing research and development."

The Asian deals it is presently negotiating, for instance, provide ALPS partners with the rights to market the fruits of the joint development within local spheres of influence, either Japan or Asia in general. But ALPS reserves the rights to market in North America and Europe. And in the case of the Taiwanese contract, ALPS also retains the rights for mainland China, which could be extremely lucrative if ALPS can make the right connections.

Other targets

Another market ALPS is targeting this year is larger translation bureaus. In January they cut the prices of their translation software, dropping the price of the shell and source text analyzer to 1500 SF (US$ 1,000), and AutoTerm with first source language to 5,000 SF.

And still another market is other developers of translation software. They have begun licensing paid beta sites of their PeriPhrase natural language development environment (at US$ 24,000 a throw for single CPUs, plus royalties on
sales of products developed with it) which runs on PC RTs and DEC, while DOS is still being tested. Created to develop their own software, PeriPhrase "allows a beginning linguist," Brian Gessel says proudly, "to output code that only an experienced computational linguist with heavy programming skills could do previously."

But development of translation systems is only one of its possible uses. Another and perhaps even more profitable use is for developing natural language interfaces for databases and other programs. The first customer: Computer Cognitions, who are using it to develop natural language front ends for their programs, one of whose main customers is the US military.

**The future**

"In the next few years, we are going to do a massive technological transfer to Europe," Fred Zirkle states. "We see an obvious need in Europe to focus heavily on development on a local basis."

"Seventy-five percent of the translation market is in Europe," Dennis Sullivan adds.

Meanwhile, research in the US will continue to expand. A new facility is planned for Salt Lake City on the University of Utah campus. ALPS is hiring additional linguists in anticipation of new offerings in Portuguese, Spanish, Arabic, Hebrew and Scandinavian languages. And they talk of tripling their research staff in the next three to five years.

"A lot of computer companies bring out one product, are successful, bring out another product, and it’s not quite as good as their first and they just trail off," says Dennis Sullivan. "I believe that every successive product you bring out has to be better than the last — which is why I’m so enthusiastic. And because we’re going to be spending a lot of money on advertising in the coming year."

"ALPS could easily be a $100 million dollar company in five years," their investment banker Coleman Abbe of Evans and Company boasts.
Worries?

"We can see a competitor coming five years away," Fred Zirkle replies, squinting his calm, steady blue eyes. "It's a luxury I've never enjoyed before. And by the way, we would welcome at least one major player — to add to the credibility and quality of services that machine translation vendors supply."

Where will that competitor come from?

Brian Gessel has no doubts. "Japanese companies," he declares unequivocally. "Fuji, Fujitsu, Hitachi — there are no fewer than eight really serious projects committed to developing MT systems. So big, so well-funded."

And what of those reports that the source text analyzer, the core of the translation system (see sidebar on NCR) is buggy and slow, taking hours to crunch text and producing dictionaries, sometimes crashing?

Brian Gessel's grin becomes forced. "We're working on speeding up the Source Text Analyzer."

Or that a decision of the American Accounting Board to allow software development expenses to be capitalized was what's responsible for the profit last year.

"Oh, you noticed that," Dennis Sullivan smiles impishly.

"It's perfectly justified," Coleman Abbe replies. "The old rule was unfair. Why should the cost be fully expensed before the product is even brought to market?"

Wall Street

In any case, ALPS is starting to attract attention on Wall Street. In a year-end article, the Wall Street Journal called ALPS one of only three successful artificial intelligence companies — artificial intelligence being this year's buzz word in the investment community.

"ALPS has four things going for it," Coleman Abbe of Evans and Company states confidently. "One, it doesn't have a single competitor. Two, the managers' heads are screwed on right, they know where they're going. Three, they're continuing to do all the necessary research. And finally, they are not making me-too products — all are original and well thought-out. Quality houses with broad institutional accounts are starting to make the trip to Utah."

How big could it get?

"Imagine selling a million clone-related products," Merrill Berman says. "That's how big it could get."
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